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Abstract. An axi-symmetric problem for a penny-shaped crack bridged by fibres is
considered. The study is reduced to the analysis of a hypersingular integral equation with
respect to the relative crack-face separation over a circular domain occupied by the crack.
The special case of a large crack subjected to Mode-I loading is examined. A matched
asymptotic expansions technique is used in order to estimate the stress intensity factor
at the crack edge and to evaluate the magnitude of the applied load which provides the
critical opening for failure of fibres at the centre of the crack.

Introduction. The physical problem that motivated this study relates to a body
composed of a brittle matrix (in practice, a ceramic) reinforced by parallel fibres. The
matrix contains a circular crack, in a plane normal to the axes of the fibres. The fibres,
however, remain intact. They "bridge" the crack and carry some load, thereby increas-
ing the material's resistance to catastrophic failure. The simplest model for this system
represents the intact composite as an elastic continuum and the effect of the bridging
fibres is taken into account by a continuous distribution of (generally nonlinear) springs,
joining opposite points on the crack faces. Application of the model requires two steps:
the determination of an appropriate force-separation law that characterizes the restrain-
ing tractions provided by the fibres, and stress analysis performed for a crack in a body
loaded in some prescribed way at points remote from the crack. In the present paper we
deal only with the second step, namely we consider a penny-shaped bridged crack in an
elastic infinite body and describe the effect of fibres by introducing restraining tractions
that follow either a linear or a quadratic force-separation law.

The problem is formulated in terms of a hypersingular integral equation over a domain
occupied by the crack. In general, this can be solved numerically [1], [2], In the particular
case of a long crack, the governing equation contains a small parameter that multiplies
the hypersingular integral, leading to a singular perturbation problem. A method for
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systematic treatment of such problems was presented in [3], in which explicit results
were obtained for the corresponding problem for a long straight crack subjected to a
Mode-I loading in plane strain, assuming a linear force-separation law for the bridging
fibres. Results for the same configuration but with a particular nonlinear force-separation
law were given in [4].

The purpose of the present paper is to extend the method [3] to the case of a penny-
shaped bridged crack and to evaluate the stress intensity factor at the crack edge and
the magnitude of the applied load that provides the critical opening at the centre of the
crack. Two critical conditions, for matrix crack growth with fibres remaining intact and
for fibre failure preceding crack extension, are analyzed.

Formulation of the problem. A circular crack occupying the region

S = {(xi,x2,x3) ■■x3=0, ||x|| < a},

where a > 0 and x = (xi,x2), is situated in an otherwise intact infinite body. Loading
remote from the crack generates a uniform state of stress in which only the tensile
component <733 = a differs from zero. The perturbation of this field produced by the
crack can be analyzed in terms of the relative displacement b of the upper and lower
faces of the crack. By symmetry, only the third component of b differs from zero, and
this is a function of ||x|| only:

b = (0,0,6(||x||)).

Assume that the force-separation law has the form

7 = 7(&(l|x||)).
In this case the problem can be formulated as an integral equation with respect to the
function b(||x||),

Lds6(||x||)r(x,x') + 7(6(||x'||)) = a, ||x'|| < a, (1)

where b vanishes on the boundary dS of the region S. Here

H(X + n) 1T(x,x') =
27r(A + 2fi) ||x — x'||3

and A, /x are the Lame moduli.1
Introduce a system of polar coordinates (f, 9) with the origin at the centre of the disk

S. In these coordinates, Eq. (1) takes the form

m(A + /x) "a ^
27r(A -|- 2fi)

fa f n rb(r)drd6 _/r, /NN _ 0
11 (f*+(fy _ 2r-f cosio - <nr* + ̂  "={r'e)GS■

lrThe body could equally well be modelled as transversely isotropic with axis of symmetry parallel to
the fibres. The form of the kernel r(x,x') would be unchanged except that the constant factor would
be replaced by the appropriate combination of the moduli of the transversely isotropic solid.
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Integrating with respect to 9 we derive

/u(/i + A) fa 6(f) 2f (2\/ff'\ _/T,-iss _ _/ . .
/ 7=——Tv?~—rr-E -—— ) dr + 7(6(r )) = a, 0 < r < a, (2)27r(A + 2^i) ,/0 (r — r')2 r + r' I r + r' I

where iS(fc) denotes the complete elliptic integral of the second kind (note that Eq. (2)
agrees with Eq. (2.9) of [5], if the applied loading is identified with a — 7(6(f'))). The
solution of (2) is required to satisfy the conditions

6(a) = 0, 6'(0) = 0. (3)

The integral on the left-hand side of (2) is specified in the finite-part Hadamard sense
[6]. As f —> f', the kernel

(r'r) (f_f>)2f + f/ +

of the integral operator (2) has the asymptotic form

~ (f _1f/)2 + (f +rf/)3 I2 ln2 - ln lf - f'l + ln(f + f')]. r f'.

As in [4], [7], one can introduce nondimensional variables

<7 = cf/cxo, 7 = 7/^0, r = f/a, (4)

l _ m(m + A)ct06 c_^o.
-2 ' £ — -2^ ' W

2tt(A + 2^)K0 aoa

with cto taken as some stress characteristic of the force-separation law, such as -7' (0) or
the maximum value of 7 if this exists, and the parameter Kq characterizing the fracture
toughness of the unreinforced material, and rewrite the problem (2), (3) in the form

-* f , "(rL , 2r f + 7W0) = 0 < r' < 1, (6)
Jo {r - r')2 (r + r') \r + r' J ,v v " w

6(1) = 0, 6'(0) = 0. (7)

We shall construct the asymptotic approximation of the solution of (6), (7) under the
assumption that the parameter e is small (the case of a penny-shaped crack of large
radius, a » (Kq/<7q)2). We shall follow the asymptotic algorithm developed in [3]. The
hypersingular integral on the left-hand side of (7) will be treated with the use of the
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formula

f1 b(r) 2 r / 2%/rr'\
Jo (r ~ r')2 {r + r') ^r + r'y

/ 2 \Zrr' \
\ r+r' J

dr

r i I 2rE i ~' , )
I dr\ (74^[Kr)-KO-(r-^(r')I

r'b(r')
r'(r + r')

E ( 2\/rr'\ / 2-\/tt'\
I r + r' I \r + r'l

(8)

- b(r') 1 - / 2V7 \ 1_ / 2V7'
1 — r' \ 1 +r' ) 1 + r' \ 1 + r'

+ ̂ a+'>r
E(^Z.).K(l^L)] + 2inK(l^L

I 1 + r' I I 1 + r' 1 + r' I 1 + r'

for any fixed point r' of the segment (0,1) at which the function b is differentiate. The
representation (8) is obtained in the same way as in [8]: the equalities

r(x, x') = AE, E - "(A + "» 1
27r(A + 2p) ||x — x'||'

KM) = (6(11*11) - &(||x'||) - (* - x') • V6(||x'||)}
+ {6(||x'||) + (x-x')-V6(||x'||)},

and a formal application of Green's theorem give the formula

f ds6(||x||)r(x,x')
J Si

= f dsr(x,x'){6(||x||) — 6(||x'||) — (x — x') • V6(||x'||)}
J Si

+ [ dl
JdS i

!^(KIIx'II) + (x - x') • V6(||x'||)) - En • V6(||x'||

which after the integration with respect to 9 takes the form (8). Here, A = d2 jdx\ +
d2 /dx\, V = (d/dxi, d/dx?), n = (m, n?) is the unit outward normal vector with respect
to dSi, Si = {(xi,x2) : x\ + x\ < 1}.

Asymptotic procedure. Suppose that b(r') admits the asymptotic representations

b(r') ~ bo(r') + b\(r') -f 1- bn(r') + o(en) as e —+ 0,

with r' being fixed and different from 1, and

6(1 - ep') ~ bo(p') + bi(p') + h bm(p') + o(em) as e -> 0,
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with fixed p' = ~~. The functions 6,(r'), bl(p') depend also on e and Ine (Ine is regarded
as 0(1)). The asymptotic matching principle of Van Dyke [9] gives

n /1 _ ' \ 171 ,

Es^(-rL) = E^(r')' (0)
k=0 ^ ' fc=0

where functions S™(p'), S£(r') are introduced in the following way:

6fc(l - ep') ~ Sfe"V) + o(£m), 6fc (^) ~ Sk(r') + o(en) as e - 0.

In this case a formal uniform expansion of fr(r') is specified by
n

b(r') ~ $>k(r') + M<°') - W)) + °(£n)- (10)
fc=0

Solution to lowest order. As e —» 0 in (6) with r' fixed, (6) reduces to the algebraic
equation

7(60) = o. (11)

The solution of this equation is constant; it violates the boundary condition 60(1) = 0.
In order to compensate the discrepancy, we construct a boundary layer approximation
bo(p') in the vicinity of the edge of the crack. Since bo is constant, it follows immediately
that

SoV) ^ b0. (12)
Now we identify r' with 1 - ep1 and expand (6) to lowest order as e —> 0, with p' fixed.
Equation (6) is then written in the form

_£ f1 dr 2r £ (2y/r{l-ep')\
Jo (r ~ 1 + S/°')2 r+l-ep' y r + 1 - ep' J (13)

x[60 + 60(p) - 5g(p)] +7(&0(p')) = a-

Since 60 - Sq(p') = 0, the integral on the left-hand side of (13) contains only b0(p). The
transformation r = 1 — ep gives

bo{p)

(14)

_ £ f1 dr 2r ^ (2v/r(l - ep')
£ Jo (r — 1 + ep')2 r + l-ep' y r+l-ep'

f1'* dr 2(1-ep) (2y/(l-ep)(l-ep>)\-
Jo (P - P'Y 2 - ep - ep' y 2 ep ep' J 0

The integral on the right-hand side of (14) can be expressed as follows:

[l/e dp 2(1 -ep) „ (2y/(l-ep){l-ep')\ r , N
~l 2-cp-e? J W">

= ~L ^^MP) + (15)
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When p > 1/e, &o(p) can be replaced by 5q(1 — ep'), and due to the asymptotic matching
principle (9) it equals 60. The evaluation of the second integral on the right-hand side of
(15) therefore gives

f1 dr
Jo (r~ 1 + £/>')

2r
r + 1 — ep' 1 r + 1 — ep'

LI 7 ~n2^o(p) + 0(e).
0 (p - py

fJo

Thus, the equation for the boundary layer approximation ba(p) takes the form

/ ^ ,\2 ~bo+ 7(^o(p')) = (16)
(p- py

The solution of this equation is required to satisfy the conditions

60(0) = 0, b0{p')~b0 as p' -> 00. (17)

The problem (16)—(17) is the same as for the case of a two-dimensional plane strain crack.
The explicit form of the solution in the case of a linear function 7 was derived in [3]. In
the case of the quadratic force law this problem was studied in [4].

The first-order approximation of 60 (^~) as e —> 0 is

~bo (^r1) ~60 ~ Tjt) i^t7+o(e) - ^(r'}+o(£)- (18)

Solution to first order. The term 61 (r') of the asymptotic expansion of the crack
opening displacement satisfies the equation

f1 bp 2r E (2\frr' \
Jo (r ~ r')2 r + r' \r + r'JE -1— dr + 6i(r')V(6o) = 0, (19)

with fixed r' in the interval (0,1).
According to the representation (8), the solution 61 of Eq. (19) has the form

fei(r/) = --7eb0
Y(M

1 E (+ -J—K (ML'
1 — r' I 1 + r' J 1 + r' I 1 + r'

7 / / /\ ^ / ^^0 / /"»i,(r)~~2*rYM °Sr '
(20)

and, therefore, it satisfies the condition h\ (0) = 0. In (20), E[k) and K(k) are the
complete elliptic integrals of the second and first kind, respectively

Near the edge of the crack b\ admits the asymptotic representation

b\{l-ep') 1 e, £, / / X+ 2lne+ 2 P ~e + 0(£) as e —> 0.
7'(M

It violates the boundary condition 61 (1) = 0, and the discrepancy is compensated by the
solution of the boundary layer type bi(p') - Sl(p'), with

sI(p') 60
7 '(b0)

1 e, £, /
(21)
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Due to the asymptotic matching principle (9)

h 1 - r' \ b0

V(M - ln(l — r') — e as e —> 0. (22)
- Lt

To obtain an equation for bi(p'), we put r' — 1 — ep' in (6) and collect terms up to order
e. Thus,

f1 dr 2r (2-y/j"(l — ep') \ r ~ . .

- Sq(p) + 6i(r) + hip) - Sj(p)] + 7(Mp') + hip')) = 0.

Note that

. f1 dr 2r £ (2yV(l -ep')\
Jo (r - 1 + ep')2 r + 1- ep' y r +1 - ep' J

x [to - S°(p) + MO ~ 5i(p)] = °(£).

and the integral containing bo(p) and hip) can be written in the form

f1 dr 2r /2-v/r(l - ep') \ r~ . , -
-£/0 (r-1 + ^)2r + 1_^E(^ r + 1_e„, jlMri + Mri]

=- r trV-w+r r- rjo (p - p Y Ji/c (p - p ) Jo (p - p Y

+ / / * *(,) ~ ffro!ne - |b0lnp' - | f -—^y^dp + o(e). (23)
ii/£ (P - P) 2 2 2 70 p - p'

The second and fourth integrals on the right-hand side of (23) are calculated with the
use of the asymptotic expansions (18), (22). The results are

[ (n dPn>)2b°(p) =gfro + o(g). [ , Mp) = °(g)-
J 1/s (P - P ) Vl/£ (P - P )

Thus, the problem for the boundary layer function hip') is

- [ d~^hip) + hip')j'iboip')) =-ebo + ^-[lne + lnp'}
Jo (P ~ p) 2

e^t^p)

2 7o P - P

(24)

h (o) = o, Mp') iV:
7' (^o)

^ lne + ^ lnp' — l| as p' —► oo. (25)2 2

Since Eq. (24) is linear, the solution hip') can be taken in the form

hip') = elne^i(p') +e</>2(p')- (26)
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The functions <t>i{p'),<t>2(p') are required to satisfy the problems

dp ;Mp) + Mp'h'(b0(P')) = boI0 2,

(o) = o, 4>i(p') ~ 2y{b0) as^'^00;
(27)

- [ 7 dp ,,2h{p) + Mp'W(b0(p')) = -bo + ^ Inp'
Jo \P - P) 2

+5 (28)
2 Jo P~ P

M0) = 0, MP')~^W-^ as p' —> oo.

It should be observed that, in contrast with (26), the boundary layer solution in the
case of a two-dimensional crack does not depend on Ine; it corresponds to the problem
(27). This problem has been solved explicitly in [3] for the case of the linear function 7
and numerically in [4] for the case of the quadratic force law. (Here we do not present
the results of those calculations and refer the reader to the papers [3], [4].)

Due to the presence of the function bo(p') on the right-hand side of Eq. (28), we solve
the problem (28) numerically. The plots of <f>2 for linear and quadratic functions 7 are
shown, with a = 1, in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.

02

Fig. 1. Plot of the function if>2 for the linear force law 7 = b and a = 1
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-0.04 _I | | L.
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

p'

Fig. 2. Plot of the function <j>2 for the quadratic force law 7 =
6(6* — 6) and a = 1, 6* = 5

Stress intensity factor. Since only the boundary layer terms have the square root
behaviour near the edge of the crack, the stress intensity factor is specified by the bound-
ary layers. It has the form

if, ~ (2/7t)1/2[JC(0) + e\neKw + eK(2) + o(e)]. (29)

Here,

K^ = J™ ̂ [a--y(b0(p'))}, (30)
dp'
Vp*y - Mp'h'(b0(p'))

C°
K« = /Jo

k(2) - r % h+v+* rJo v P 2 2 J0 p — p

(31)

(32)

Note that in comparison with the case of a plane strain semi-infinite crack the asymptotic
formula (29) gives the same principal term K({)\ but it differs in the next terms. A plot of
the factor K<u> is shown in Fig. 3 (see p. 336); this is the same as in [4]. The calculation
of the coefficient follows the same pattern as in [3], [4]. For the linear case (7 = kb,
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Fig. 3. Kversus a, with 7 = — b) and = 5

k is a positive constant) the factor A"-1) is specified by

K{1) = k~3/2a. (33)
4

The equality (33) follows from the representation of the solution of the problem
(27) obtained in [10]

rv r°°
V(T})= / v(Z)d£ = 1- / «(0de,

./0 1/77

, x 1 r°° tdt r 1 r'h
'(,) = U (rwJexp.-"t-^yoi

lnr dr

and from the asymptotic expansion (see [10])

V{rj) ~ 2n~1^2T]1^2 as 77 —> 0.

For the quadratic case (7 = kb(bt — b), k and 6* are positive constants) the factor K'11
is evaluated from (31). The coefficient K(i> versus the load a is presented in Fig. 4; one
can see that e In eK( 1 ) < 0. The quantity Kiv> is plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 (see p. 338) for
the linear and quadratic function 7, respectively. They show that the coefficient A'-2-1 is
negative.
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KW

0

tf(2) _1

Fig. 4. KW versus a, with 7 = h(f>« — b) and 6* = 5

Fig. 5. KW versus cr, with 7 = 6
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Fig. 6. K^ versus cr, with 7 = b(6* — 6) and 6» = 5

Evaluation of the critical load. Suppose 7(6) is a smooth function and takes its
maximum value at b — bm. Then, 7'{bm) = 0. Suppose, also, that the crack will extend if
the stress intensity factor Kj reaches a critical value Kc. The load a can become critical
in one of two ways. The stress intensity factor at the crack edge may reach its critical
value Kc before the maximum value bm of b is reached. If this happens, the crack will
extend and, as it does so, Kj will increase further. The crack opening displacement will
also increase until, at the crack centre, b = bm. Thereafter, a region of fibre breakage will
expand from r' — 0, inducing further increase of Kj. Alternatively, the crack opening
displacement b may reach the critical value bm at r' = 0, while the stress intensity factor
Kj is below Kc. Fibres near r' — 0 will break, thereby allowing further crack opening as
well as increase of Kj. Either event will precipitate instability and therefore rapid crack
growth, so long as the load a is maintained.

Here, the critical load for the attainment of bm is estimated, assuming that condition
Kj < Kc is maintained. We suppose that the load

= <7m + <7i, (34)

with <rm = 7(6m) and ui being small, is applied on the crack faces, and the relative
displacement at the centre of the crack is

6(0) = bm. (35)

The objective is to estimate the value of the small correction term cr\ that achieves the
condition (35).
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The solution to lowest order of the problem (6), (7) with a given by (34) is specified
by

6(rO~6m+&0(/)-S0V) + °(l),
where Sg(p') — bm. The boundary layer function bo(p') satisfies the problem

- (P) + 7(&o(p')) = °"m, (36)

6o(0)=0, b0(p')~bm as p' —> oo. (37)

As e —> 0, the asymptotic expansion of bo(^~-) has the form

io(^)~6m-[-^] + ase-0. (38)

The function b\{r') solves the equation

( 2v/7t'\f1 dr 2r r/ 2%/tt'\ 1 „ ,2
' / 7 7^——7-B —-—- ]bm + -7 (6m)i»i(r )2 = cti,jo (r ~ t'Y r + r' \r + r'J 2

with fixed r' 6 (0,1). It follows from (8) that

1/2
fci(r') = -

and therefore,

o n i/2

, f 1 / 2V/T7 \ 1 „ ( 2VV' S(ji -J- sbm \   -E I   1 -f~ K I  m|l-r' yi + r'J 1+r' ^1 + r'

7 "{bm).
[—<7i + £7r&m]1//2 as r'

(39)

1/2

&i(r') ~ -

The condition (35) then gives

(T l   STrbyyi-

Thus, the critical value of the applied load a is specified by

^crit ^ @m + snbm + o(e) as e —» 0. (40)

In dimensional variables (4)-(5) the relation (40) has the form

p,(p + X) bm
Ocrit ~ Vm + „ x ho(l/a) as a —> oo.

z(A + Zp) a

Note that the asymptotic representation for <7crjt in the case of a two-dimensional crack
was obtained in [7] (p. 96, formula (19)). The relations (40) and (19) of [7] give the same
principal term am, but they are different in the terms of order 0(e).

The principal term K!>>! of the stress intensity factor Kj at the edge of the crack is
given by (30), with a = crcrit and b0 specified by (36)-(38). The results of numerical
calculation presented in Fig. 3 show that for the quadratic function 7 the factor K(0>
monotonically increases with increasing <7, and therefore, the condition K1'"1 < Kc implies
the relation crcrit < where 0^ denotes the value of the applied load that provides the
condition Kj = Kc.
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